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n of nitrosourea on pristine and
doped (Al, Ga and In) boron nitride nanosheets as
anticancer drug carriers: the DFT and COSMO
insights

Shania Nusrat Ema, Md. Abdul Khaleque, Ananya Ghosh, Afiya Akter Piya,
Umme Habiba and Siraj Ud Daula Shamim *

To minimize the side effects of chemotherapeutic drugs and enhance the effectiveness of cancer

treatment, it is necessary to find a suitable drug delivery carrier for anticancer drugs. Recently

nanomaterials are extensively being studied as drug vehicles and transport drugs in tumor cells. Using

DFT calculations, the adsorption behavior with electronic sensitivity and reactivity of pristine and doped

(Al, Ga and In)-BNNS towards the nitrosourea (NU) drug has been investigated in gas as well as water

media. Our calculations showed that the NU drug is physically adsorbed on the pristine BNNS with

�0.49 and �0.26 eV by transferring little amount of charge of about 0.033e and 0.046e in gas and water

media in the most stable complex. But after replacing one of the central B atoms with an Al or Ga or In

atom, the sensitivity of the doped BNNS remarkably enhances towards the NU drug molecules. The NU

drug prefers to be chemically adsorbed on the BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS by �1.28, �1.58 and

�3.06 eV in the gas phase and �1.34, �1.23 and �3.65 eV in water media in the most stable complexes

respectively. The large destabilization of LUMO energies after the adsorption of the NU drug on the

BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS significantly reduces their Eg from 4.37 to 0.69, 4.37 to 1.04 and 4.33

to 0.66 eV in the S1 complex respectively. The reduction of Eg of doped BNNS by the NU drug greatly

enhances the electrical conductivity which can be converted to an electrical signal. Therefore, this

doped BNNS can be used as a fascinating electronic sensor for the detection of NU drug molecules.

Furthermore the work function of the doped BNNS was largely affected by the NU drug adsorption

about 47.3%, 39.3% and 40.4% in the gas phase and 41.3%, 36.6% and 31.6% in water media in the S1

complex of NU/BN(Al)NS, NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/BN(In)NS respectively. Thus, the doped BNNS may be

used as a V type sensor for NU drug molecules.
1 Introduction

Cancer is one of the world's most common devastating diseases
killing more than 10 million people every year.1 But in the past
few years, cancer death has been decreased2 because of better
understanding of biomedical research and improving diag-
nostic devices and treatments, which may include surgical
intervention, hormonal therapy, radiation therapy, chemo-
therapy and targeted therapy. The efficacies of therapeutic
treatments are oen conned because of their cell penetration
ability, short circulating half-life, tendency of aggregation,
insolubility, poor bioavailability, target specicity, and high
toxicity.3,4 The pharmacological properties and bioavailability of
operable drugs can be improved using drug delivery methods,
which are able to protect, transport and release a controlled
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amount of therapeutic agents (drugs) at the desired target
sites.5,6 Furthermore, drug-delivery systems are crucial in the
pharmaceutical eld because they reduce the severe adverse
effects of various drugs, particularly chemotherapeutic drugs.7

Nitrosourea (NU) drug is one of the most widely used classes
of anticancer agents for a wide range of leukemia and solid
tumour8 and having a chemical formula of CH3N3O2 Besides,
the NU drug is used for the treatment of human malignancies,
including brain tumors, lymphomas and Hodgkin's disease.9 It
is restricted because of its adverse effects such as bone marrow
suppression, pulmonary brosis, hepatotoxicity, nausea and
vomiting, myelosuppression, nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity,
neurotoxicity, and ocular toxicity.10–16 To overcome the adverse
effect or toxicity of drugs and achieve the desired ideal prop-
erties of drug delivery systems, nanomaterials have gained
particular interest in recent years as a drug carrier to target the
cancer cells and have broadly been researched for developing
a new generation of drug delivery systems.17–20 Recently, Rezvan
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Rahimi et al. have reported that graphene-like BC3 monolayers
could be used as a drug delivery vehicle for the NU drug to treat
cancer.21 Quan Jiang et al. had also reported that the alkali
metal doped borospherenes M@C4B32(M ¼ Li, Na, and K) can
be used as potential carriers for the delivery of the nitrosourea
(NU) anticancer drug.22

Hexagonal boron nitride nanosheets (BNNS) are known as
white graphene in other words; they have an analogous geom-
etry structure to graphene where boron (B) and nitrogen (N)
atoms are substituted by replacing C atoms in a honeycomb
lattice with sp2 bonded two-dimensional (2D) layers and they
may have more important advantages than graphene.23,24

Moreover, they have received a lot of attention because of their
unique properties like graphene such as wide band gap, large
surface areas, high thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity,
excellent mechanical strength, high structural and chemical
stability, high oxidation resistance, good chemical inertness
and lower toxicity.25–28 BNNS have been used in various elds,
such as dielectric materials,29 catalysts,30 composite materials,31

electrochemical sensors,32 and hydrogen storage elements.33

Besides these applications, BNNS have been reported to be used
as a drug delivery system in the recent experimental studies.34–36

Therefore, boron nitride materials display high biocompati-
bility and impressive performances including loading, release,
and delivery of effective anticancer drugs, which suggests that
they have promising applications in biological and biomedical
elds.35 Hence, BNNSs have great potential as drug carriers to
target the cancer cells and have broadly been researched for
developing a new generation of drug delivery systems.

Hassan Hashemzadeh et al. had performed classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulation to understand the adsorption
process of doxorubicin (DOX) and paclitaxel (PTX) anticancer
drugs co-loaded on the boron nitride (BN) and phosphorene
(PH) nanosheets.37 They revealed that the DOX and PTX drug
molecules show strong interactions and spontaneously adsor-
bed on the carrier surface. Qunhong Weng et al. reported the
capacity of the hydroxylated BN nanosheets in the loading and
release of anticancer drugs.35 Their obtained results revealed
that the hydroxylated BN nanosheet displays high biocompati-
bility and has a good performance for effective loading, release
and delivery of anticancer drug molecules. Due to the less
sensitivity of BNNS towards some drug molecules, they have
been modied by doping with trivalent and pentavalent atoms
to enhance the adsorption behavior. Morteza Rouhani et al. had
recently studied the capability of Ga-doped boron nitride
nanosheets as a nanocarrier for 3-allyl-2 selenohydantoin (3-
ASH) anticancer drug delivery using DFT calculations.38 They
reported that the 3-ASH drug interaction with the pristine BN
nanosheet is weak but the interaction could be considerably
improved by doping Al and Ga atoms in the place of B atoms.
Parisa Amirkhani Maleki et al. reported the adsorption behav-
iour of uorouracil (5-FU) drug on the pristine BNNS and
BNNSs doped with Al, Ga, P and As elements by DFT methods at
the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G* level of theory.39 These researchers
found that the 5-FU drug can adsorb on pristine, P and As doped
BN nanosheets via an exothermic physisorption process as well
as Al and Ga doped nanosheets via an exothermic chemical
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
absorption process. Hassan Heidari et al. reported that the
sensitivity of boron nitride nanosheets could be enhanced to
a higher level based on DFT calculations through Al-doping.40

Very recently our research group had tried to nd the adsorp-
tion properties of cisplatin (CP) drug on the pristine BN and
doped (Al and Ga) BN nanosheets in gas and water media
applying the DFT method.41 We found that Al and Ga doped BN
nanosheets show high sensitivity and reactivity compared to
pristine BN nanosheets towards the cisplatin drug.

In the present work, we have investigated the surface
adsorption of nitrosourea (NU) anticancer drug on the pristine
boron nitride nanosheet (BNNS), Al-doped BNNS (BN(Al)NS),
Ga-doped BNNS (BN(Ga)NS) and In-doped BNNS (BN(In)NS).
We have applied rst-principles calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) to nd the adsorption ability of the
pristine and doped BNNS towards the NU drug. To better
understand the adsorption behavior of the NU drug on the
surface of the nanosheets, adsorption energies, adsorption
distances, charge transfer, electron density (ED) and electro-
static potential (ESP) maps have been analyzed. The density of
states (DOS), partial density of states (PDOS), work function and
quantum molecular descriptors (QMD) have been calculated to
obtain insights into adsorption mechanisms.
2 Computational methods

In the present study, the entire geometry optimization and
energy calculations have been implemented in both gas phase
and water media using the spin-polarized Density Functional
Theory (DFT) carried out through the DMol3 module of the
Materials Studio 7.0 soware package42,43 to investigate the
adsorption behavior of the nitrosourea (NU) drug on the BNNS,
BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS, and BN(In)NS surfaces. The electronic
exchange and correlation terms have been described by the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) method with the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.44 Grimme disper-
sion corrections were used to describe the van der Waals (vdW)
interactions accurately.45 Here the DFT semi-core pseudopo-
tential (DSPP) core treatment and double-numerical basis set
with a polarization function (DNP) basis set with basis le 4.4
have been used for all atoms.46,47 We selected a Fermi smearing
of 0.005 Hartree (Ha) (1 Ha ¼ 27.211 eV) and a global orbital
cutoff of 5.0 Å for all the calculations to speed up geometry
optimization and improve our computational performances.21

Furthermore, the COSMO (Conductor-like Screening Model)
method48 is used to simulate the molecules within a solvent. In
this case, the solvent is water with a dielectric constant of
78.54.49

We calculated the adsorption energy (EAd) for the NU drug
molecule interaction with the pristine and the doped (Al, Ga
and In) BNNS by the following equation:50

EAd ¼ ENU/Nanosheet � ENanosheet � ENU (1)

where ENU/Nanosheet is the total energy of the nanosheet with the
NU drug molecule adsorption, and ENanosheet and ENU are the
total energies of the individual nanosheets and the NU drug
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 36866–36883 | 36867
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molecule respectively. The energy gap (Eg) between the highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (LUMO) of all structures was computed as
follows:

Eg ¼ ELUMO � EHOMO (2)

where ELUMO is the energy of the LUMO and EHOMO is the energy
of the HOMO respectively.

The electronic sensitivity of the pristine and doped nano-
sheets toward the NU drug is calculated by the change of the Eg
as follows:

%DEg ¼ [(Eg2 � Eg1)/Eg1] � 100 (3)

where Eg1 and Eg2 are the initial and subsequent values of
energy gap (Eg) of the nanosheets before and aer adsorption of
NU drug respectively.

The reactivity of our studied nanosheets towards the NU
drug has been investigated via global reactivity parameters such
as electronic chemical potential (m),51 global hardness (h),52

global soness (S),53 and global electrophilicity index (u)54

which have been calculated by the following equations:

Chemical potential: m ¼ �(EHOMO + ELUMO)/2 (4)

Global hardness: h ¼ (ELUMO � EHOMO)/2 (5)

Global softness: S ¼ 1/2h (6)

Electrophilicity index: u ¼ m2/2h (7)
3 Results and discussions
3.1 Nitrosourea (NU), pristine and doped (Al, Ga and In
atom) BNNS

The nitrosourea (NU) drug molecule contains two oxygen and
three nitrogen atoms which are numbered O1, O2, N1, N2, and
N3 respectively.21 The optimized geometry of the NU drug is
shown in Fig. 1, in which the bond lengths of N1–N2, N2–C, and
Fig. 1 (a) Optimized structure, (b) HOMO, (c) LUMO, (d) ESP, and (e) CO
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C–N3 are found to be 1.361 Å, 1.427 Å, and 1.371 Å respectively
and the bond angles of N1–N2–C and N2–C–N3 are found to be
120.9� and 111.7� respectively which is consistent with previous
studies.55,56 Moreover, the HOMO, LUMO and ESP plots of NU
are presented in Fig. 1. The HOMO level of the NU drug is
mainly distributed on the O1–N1 bond and N1–N2 bond at
�5.78 eV and the LUMO level is mainly distributed on the N2–C
bond at �3.29 eV which makes the band gap (Eg) about 2.49 eV.
The ESPmaps represent the positive and negative regions of the
drug where yellow color indicates the negative charge zone and
blue color indicates the positive charge zone.41 In Fig. 1(d), the
ESP map of the NU drug indicates that the positive charge
accumulates around C, N and H atoms while the negative
charge accumulates around the O atom. The O atom sites are
the most reactive due to its high electronegativity.

Our studied adsorbent nanosheets such as BNNS, BN(Al)NS,
BN(Ga)NS and BN(ln)NS are optimized in both gas and water
phases. The optimized geometries along with HOMO, LUMO
and ESP maps of our nanosheets are shown in Fig. 2. In our
previous study, we had discussed the geometric properties of
the nanosheets which had been used as drug vehicles for
cisplatin anticancer drug.41 The BNNS consists of 16 hexagonal
rings with 9 (B–N) bonds, 9 (N–H) bonds, and 63 (B–N) bonds.
Our calculated bond distances of B–H and N–H are 1.199 Å and
1.015 Å respectively but B–N bond distances are in the range of
1.427–1.463 Å, in close agreement with previous experimental
reports.57,58

Aer modifying the BNNS by doping with Al, Ga and In
atoms, the structural and electronic properties of BN(Al)NS,
BN(Ga)NS and BN(ln)NS remain almost the same. The opti-
mized structures are in the planner form but the bond distances
of B–N are greatly varied from BNNS. The bond distances of B–N
are found to be about 1.43 to 1.50 Å for three doped structures.
The bond distances of Al–N, Ga–N and In–N are estimated to be
1.71, 1.74 and 1.90 Å in BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(ln)NS
which are in good agreement with previous studies.59,60 The
HOMO and LUMO levels are found for BNNS at �5.84 and
�1.46 eV. In the doped structures, the HOMO and LUMO levels
are almost stable aer doping Al, Ga and In in BNNS which are
�5.85, �1.48 and �5.87 and �1.50, �5.87 and �1.54 eV for
SMO surface maps of a nitrosourea (NU) drug molecule.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Top and side views of optimized structures (top 2 rows), ESP maps (3 and 4 rows) LUMO (5 and 6 rows) and HOMO (7 and 8 rows) maps of
BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS respectively. The white, peach, blue, pink, brown, and sienna spheres represent H, B, N, Al, Ga and In
atoms respectively.
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BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(ln)NS respectively. The HOMO–
LUMO plots are almost identical for all nanosheets. The ESP of
our structures implies that the reactive zones of the nanosheets
are located on the B–H bonds.

3.2 The adsorption of NU on pristine BNNS

To nd the interaction between NU and BNNS, the adsorption
energies (EAd), adsorption distances (d) and charge transfer (DQ)
properties were calculated and are tabulated in Table 1. We have
considered three different possible initial orientations for the
NU drug molecule on the BNNS surface. The NU drug was
placed parallel to the BNNS denoted as S1 complex, perpen-
dicular to the BNNS with the H atom of NU towards the BNNS
denoted as S2 complex and the O1 atom of NU towards the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
BNNS denoted as S3 complex. All complexes were optimized in
both gas phase and water media. Fig. 3 illustrates the optimized
geometries of all complexes of NU/BNNS in the gas phase.

The adsorption energies with a positive value indicate
endothermic reaction and a negative value indicates exothermic
reaction. In our adsorption energy calculations, the negative
value of adsorption energies was found for all complexes (except
S3) which assures the probability of NU drug adsorption in
BNNS and indicates that the adsorption process is exothermic
and geometrically stable.61 For S1, S2, and S3 complexes, the
adsorption energies are estimated to be about �0.49 eV,
�0.22 eV, and 0.05 eV respectively. The value of EAd indicates
physical adsorption when it is less than 1 eV and indicates
chemical adsorption when it is greater than 1 eV.62,63 Therefore,
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 36866–36883 | 36869



Table 1 The calculated minimum interaction distance (d) in Å,
adsorption energy (EAd) in eV and charge transfer (DQ) in (e) between
NU and nanosheets in both gas and water phases

Complexes States

Gas phase Water phase

d EAd DQ d EAd DQ

NU/BNNS S1 3.142 �0.49 0.033 3.247 �0.26 0.046
NU/BNNS S2 3.472 �0.22 �0.048 2.470 �0.07 �0.052
NU/BNNS S3 3.363 0.05 0.076 3.796 0.11 0.088
NU/BN(Al)NS S1 1.962 �1.28 0.216 1.936 �1.34 0.334
NU/BN(Al)NS S2 3.676 �0.38 �0.011 3.720 �0.27 �0.012
NU/BN(Al)NS S3 1.942 �1.06 0.267 1.927 �1.55 0.192
NU/BN(Ga)NS S1 2.038 �1.07 0.278 2.013 �0.77 0.404
NU/BN(Ga)NS S2 3.684 �0.44 �0.012 3.753 �0.36 �0.012
NU/BN(Ga)NS S3 1.743 �1.58 0.118 2.078 �1.23 0.115
NU/BN(In)NS S1 2.219 �2.58 0.201 2.173 �1.94 0.15
NU/BN(In)NS S2 4.454 �1.84 �0.001 4.498 �2.72 �0.011
NU/BN(In)NS S3 2.277 �3.06 0.154 2.248 �3.65 0.142

RSC Advances Paper
our studied complexes show weak physical adsorption. The NU
drug prefers to adsorb on the BNNS at a distance of about 3.142,
3.472 and 3.363 Å for S1, S2 and S3 complexes respectively.
Fig. 3 Top and side views of optimized structures of (a) S1, (b) S2 and (c
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During the interaction, electrons have been transferred
between NU and BNNS. Using Hirshfeld charge analysis, the net
amount of charge transfer (DQ) has been calculated by the
following equation and is tabulated in Table 1.

DQ ¼ Qa(drug molecule) � Qb(drug molecule) (8)

where Qa(drug molecule) and Qb(drug molecule) are the charges
on the drug molecule aer and before adsorption on the
nanosheets respectively. Before adsorption on the nanosheets,
the net charge transfer on the drug molecule is zero but aer
adsorption on the nanosheets, it losses or gains some amount
of charge.41 The positive and negative values of net charges on
the drug indicate the losses and gains of charge from the
nanosheets. The obtained results indicate that a small amount
of charge is transferred about 0.033e, �0.048e and 0.076e
between the NU drug and BNNS for S1, S2 and S3 complexes
respectively. So, the NU drugmolecule performs like an electron
donor and BNNS perform like an electron acceptor for S1 and S3
complexes and vice versa for the S2 complex. Therefore, low
negative values of adsorption energies with high interaction
distance and small amount of charge transfer imply that BNNS
are less sensitive towards the NU drug.
) S3 configurations of NU/BNNS complexes respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 HOMO energies (EHOMO), LUMO energies (ELUMO), HOMO–LUMO energy gap (Eg) in eV, change in energy gap (%DEg) and dipole
moment (DM) in Debye (D) in both gas and water phases

Complexes States

Gas phase Water phase

EHOMO ELUMO Eg %DEg D.M. EHOMO ELUMO Eg %DEg D.M.

NU �5.78 �3.29 2.49 — 5.86 �5.92 �3.37 2.55 — 8.52
BNNS �5.84 �1.46 4.38 — 5.78 �5.88 �1.72 4.16 — 8.02
NU/BNNS S1 �5.63 �3.17 2.46 43.93 9.26 �5.89 �3.46 2.44 41.39 14.90
NU/BNNS S2 �5.53 �3.03 2.51 42.95 8.53 �5.89 �3.43 2.47 40.63 12.39
NU/BNNS S3 �5.47 �3.22 2.25 48.65 10.29 �5.49 �3.23 2.26 45.51 15.95
BN(Al)NS �5.85 �1.48 4.37 — 5.95 �5.882 �1.75 4.13 — 8.25
NU/BN(Al)NS S1 �5.79 �5.09 0.69 84.21 7.83 �5.791 �5.09 0.70 82.99 12.08
NU/BN(Al)NS S2 �5.62 �3.12 2.49 42.86 8.92 �5.867 �3.45 2.42 41.53 12.95
NU/BN(Al)NS S3 �5.56 �4.59 0.97 77.89 7.12 �5.823 �4.44 1.38 66.57 7.21
BN(Ga)NS �5.87 �1.50 4.37 — 5.98 �5.89 �1.76 4.13 — 8.29
NU/BN(Ga)NS S1 �5.69 �4.64 1.04 76.12 7.08 �5.74 �4.56 1.16 71.57 11.37
NU/BN(Ga)NS S2 �5.63 �3.13 2.50 42.80 8.68 �5.87 �3.49 2.41 41.64 12.77
NU/BN(Ga)NS S3 �6.05 �4.15 1.91 56.35 10.53 �5.92 �4.23 1.69 59.01 15.64
BN(In)NS �5.87 �1.54 4.33 — 6.07 �5.90 �1.53 4.37 — 6.42
NU/BN(In)NS S1 �5.58 �4.92 0.66 84.89 8.34 �5.34 �4.89 0.45 89.70 9.16
NU/BN(In)NS S2 �5.60 �4.16 1.44 66.73 9.77 �5.81 �3.72 2.09 52.11 14.95
NU/BN(In)NS S3 �5.80 �4.46 1.34 69.10 9.16 �5.77 �4.25 1.52 65.17 13.86

Fig. 4 Top and side views of optimized structures of (a) S1, (b) S2, and (c) S3 configurations of NU/BN(Al)NS complexes respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 36866–36883 | 36871
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Furthermore, the frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) which
are HOMO and LUMO, energy gap (Eg) and change in energy gap
(%Eg) have been investigated in order to check the sensitivity of
BNNS with NU. The energies of FMO (EHOMO and ELUMO) and
energy gap of BNNS before and aer the adsorption process are
shown in Table 2. The HOMO and LUMO levels are mainly
placed on the NU drug molecule shown in Fig. 7.

The results of Table 2 demonstrate that the HOMO level was
almost stable but the LUMO level was greatly affected by
adsorption of the NU drug on BNNS. The HOMO energy is
slightly increased from �5.84 to �5.63, 5.53 and �5.47 eV and
the LUMO energy is greatly decreased from �1.46 to �3.17,
�3.03 and �3.22 eV for S1, S2, and S3 complexes respectively.
Thus, the increasing HOMO and decreasing LUMO energies
imply the reduction of energy gap from 4.38 to 2.46, 2.51 and
2.25 eV for S1, S2, and S3 complexes respectively. Accordingly,
Eg is reduced about 43.93% for S1, 42.95% for S2 and 48.65% for
S3 complexes aer adsorption of the NU drug on BNNS. The
change in energy gap is illustrated in Fig. 9 by a bar diagram. A
molecule with lower Eg is more polarizable and normally shows
low kinetic stability and high chemical reactivity.64 Further-
more, Eg is proportional to the conduction electron population
(N), which is given by the following formula:65
Fig. 5 Top and side views of optimized structures of (a) S1, (b) S2 and (c

36872 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 36866–36883
N ¼ AT3=2 exp

��Eg

2KT

�
(9)

where K is the Boltzmann constant and A (electrons/m3/k3/2) is
a constant.66 The above equation indicates that the smaller
value of Eg is responsible for greater electrical conductivity
which can be converted to an electrical signal, helping to detect
the drug.

In water media, we further optimized the geometries of all
NU/BNNS complexes and also investigated the adsorption
behavior using the same level of theories. The calculated
adsorption energies were found to be �0.26, �0.07 and 0.11 eV
with adsorption distances between the NU and BNNS of 3.247,
2.470 and 3.796 Å for S1, S2 and S3 complexes respectively. The
net charge transfer from the NU drug to BNNS in S1 and S3
complexes is 0.046e and 0.088e respectively but in the case of
the S2 complex, NU gains about �0.048e charge from BNNS.
Therefore, the NU drug molecule is physically adsorbed on
BNNS with low adsorption energy. The electronic properties
such as HOMO energy, LUMO energy and energy gap are also
calculated in water media. The HOMO level is localized but the
LUMO level is shied to lower energy values (from �1.72 to
�3.46,�3.43 and�3.23 eV). Thus energy gaps are reduced from
) S3 configurations of NU/BN(Ga)NS complexes respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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4.16 to 2.44, 2.47 and 2.26 eV for S1, S2 and S3 complexes
respectively. As compared with the gas phase, the adsorption
behavior of NU on BNNS slightly reduced in water media. Our
observation is very consistent with a previous study by Larijani,
H. Tavassoli. et al. where they found that the adsorption energy
between the glycine and h-BN nanosheet reduced from �0.325
to �0.233 eV in water solvent media.67 Due to the high dipole
moment of the NU drug (8.52 D) compared to BNNS (8.02 D), the
NU drug is surrounded by water molecules to prevent the direct
contact with the BNNS which is responsible for the reduction of
the adsorption energy in water media.
3.3 The adsorption of NU on BN(Al)NS

To enhance the adsorption ability of BNNS towards the NU,
trivalent impurities (Al atoms) have been added on the BNNS by
replacing one of the central B atoms. Similar to NU/BNNS
complexes, three different orientations for NU/BN(Al)NS were
considered as shown in Fig. 4. During the adsorption process of
NU drug molecules, the BN(Al)NS was deformed because of the
large covalent radius at the dopant site towards the drug
molecule for S1 and S3 complexes but the nanosheet was
Fig. 6 Top and side views of optimized structures of (a) S1, (b) S2 and (c

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
deformed downward for the S2 conguration. In the gas phase,
the adsorption energies were found to be �1.28, �0.38 and
�1.06 eV with adsorption distances of 1.962, 3.676, and 1.942 Å
for S1, S2, and S3 complexes respectively and data are tabulated
in Table 1. Thus S1 and S3 congurations of NU/BN(Al)NS are
more stable and there is a chemisorption. The calculated
adsorption energies are about 2/3 times stronger than that of
NU/BNNS. Hirshfeld charge analysis reveals that NU drug
molecules act like electron donors where BN(Al)NS acts like an
electron acceptor by gaining some amount of charge about
0.216–0.267e from the NU drug, whereas �0.052e amount of
charge are gained by NU from BN(Al)NS in the case of S2
conguration. Fig. 8 shows the ED and ESP maps of the
complexes. From ED maps of the complexes, it is clearly found
the overlap of the electron density of the NU and nanosheet
which implies the interaction between the NU and nanosheets.
The high value of adsorption energy with small interaction
distance and greater charge transfer for S1 and S2 complexes
indicate a strong adsorption mechanism between the NU drug
and BN(Al)NS compared to NU/BNNS.
) S3 configurations of NU/BN(In)NS complexes respectively.
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We have also calculated electronic properties such as HOMO
energies, LUMO energies and energy gap of all NU/BN(Al)NS
complexes and tabulated data in Table 2. For all complexes of
NU/BN(Al)NS, the HOMO levels are mainly placed on the BN(Al)
NS and the LUMO levels are mainly placed on the NU drug
molecule (Fig. 7). As seen from Table 2, the HOMO states are
slightly shied to higher energies (from �5.85 to �5.79, �5.62
and �5.56 eV) and the LUMO states are largely shied to lower
energies (from �1.48 to �5.09, �3.12 and �4.59 eV) when the
NU drug is adsorbed on the BN(Al)NS. Thus, Eg is drastically
reduced from 4.37 to 0.69 and 0.97 eV for S1 and S3 complexes
except S2 (Eg ¼ 2.49 eV). Our DOS spectra shown in Fig. 10
indicate that aer adsorbing the NU drug on the nanosheet
dominating peaks arise near to the Fermi level which caused the
reduction of energy gap. As can be seen therefore the reduction
of energy gap is caused by increasing HOMO energies and
decreasing LUMO energies. The Eg is reduced about 84.21% and
77.89% for S1 and S3 complexes which show more polarity, low
kinetic stability and high chemical reactivity compared to NU/
BNNS complexes. Furthermore, a larger change in Eg is
responsible for larger electrical conductivity which helps to
detect the drug by converting it to an electrical signal. This
nding predicts that dopant Al atoms greatly enhanced the
adsorption behavior as well as electronic properties of BNNS
towards the NU drug.

In water media, we further optimized the geometries of all
NU/BN(Al)NS complexes and also calculated the adsorption
energies and electronic properties of BN(Al)NS aer adsorption
of NU drug molecules. The higher adsorption energies were
Fig. 7 Top and side views of HOMO maps (top 2 rows) and LUMO map
BN(Al)NS, (c) NU/BN(Ga)NS and (d) NU/BN(In)NS complexes respectively
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found to be �1.34 and �1.55 eV at a low adsorption distance of
1.936 and 1.927 Å for S1 and S3 complexes of NU/BN(Al)NS
similar to gas media. But in this case higher adsorption ener-
gies were found in water media than gas media. The NU drug
molecule losses about 0.334–0.192e charge (except S2) which is
transferred to the BN(Al)NS during the adsorption process.
Thus, the amount of charge transfer to NU/BN(Al)NS is much
higher compared to NU/BNNS in water media as well as in the
gas phase. Analogous to the gas phase, the HOMO energies,
LUMO energies and their energy gap of BN(Al)NS are also
modied aer adsorption of the NU drug on it. The HOMO
levels are almost stabilized but the LUMO levels are shied to
lower energy values, resulting in the reduction of Eg about
82.99% and 66.57% for S1 and S3 congurations respectively.
Therefore, the structural deformation, greater adsorption
energy with lower adsorption distance, large charge transfer
and reduction of energy gap reveal a strong interaction between
the NU and BN(Al)NS in both gas phase and water media. This
investigation reveals that the impurity could improve the
sensitivity and reactivity of the pure nanosheet.
3.4 The adsorption of NU on BN(Ga)NS

We have also studied the effect of doping Ga atoms in BNNS to
form Ga-doped BNNS (BN(Ga)NS) toward NU drug molecules.
Fig. 5 shows the optimized structures of three different
complexes of the NU/BN(Ga)NS with adsorption distances. For
all (S1, S2, and S3) complexes of NU/BN(Ga)NS, the negative
adsorption energies were found which indicates an attractive
interaction between the NU drug and BN(Ga)NS. In S1, S2 and
s (bottom 2 rows) of the S1 configuration of the (a) NU/BNNS, (b) NU/
.
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S3, the NU drug is preferred to adsorb with �1.07, �0.44, and
�1.58 eV at a distance of 2.038, 3.684 and 1.743 Å from the
BN(Ga)NS respectively (Table 1). The adsorption energies for all
NU/BN(Ga)NS complexes indicate that there is a chemisorption
adsorption in S1 and S3. A signicant amount of charge transfer
occurred about 0.278e and 0.118e during the adsorption process
in S1 and S3 but in the case of S2 little amount of charge about
�0.012e is transferred to NU from nanosheets. Among all the
complexes, S3 is more stable i.e. when the drug molecule is
adsorbed perpendicular to the nanosheet where the O side of
the drug is closed to the doped Ga atom. During the adsorption
of the NU drug, the BN(Ga)NS is deformed in the dopant site
upward in the cases of S1 and S3 complexes due to strong
interaction but for the S2 complex, it is deformed in the
downward direction like BN(Al)NS with NU. Therefore, similar
to NU/BN(Al)NS, single Ga atoms greatly improved the adsorp-
tion behavior of BNNS towards the NU drug when the NU is
placed in S1 and S3 congurations.

The electronic properties (HOMO and LUMO, Eg and DOS
spectra) have been analyzed to investigate the sensitivity of the
BN(Ga)NS towards the NU drug and the values are tabulated in
Table 2. The top and side views of HOMO and LUMO maps for
S1 of NU/BN(Ga)NS are shown in Fig. 7. In the NU/BN(Ga)NS
complex, the HOMO is localized on BN(Ga)NS and the LUMO
is localized on the NU drug molecule. The HOMO and LUMO
energies of BN(Ga)NS are not stabilized aer adsorption of NU
drug molecules. HOMO levels of BN(Ga)NS varied slightly from
�5.87 to �5.69, �5.63 and �6.05 eV but LUMO energies dras-
tically decreased from �1.50 to �4.64, �3.13 and �4.15 eV for
S1, S2 and S3 complexes respectively. Thus the HOMO–LUMO
gap of BN(Ga)NS is greatly decreased from 4.37 to 1.04, 2.50 and
1.91 eV; that is, the calculated changes in energy gaps (%Eg) are
about 76.13%, 42.80% and 56.35% for congurations S1, S2 and
S3 respectively. Therefore the reduction of energy gap shows
more polarity, low kinetic stability and high chemical reactivity
compared to NU/BNNS complexes. This result predicts that the
BN(Ga)NS is more sensitive for the NU drug in S1 and S3
compared to the NU/BNNS. Similar to the gas phase, in water
media, the NU drug shows attractive and exothermic reaction
with BN(Ga)NS. The adsorption energies are estimated to be
�0.77, �0.36 and�1.23 eV when the drug molecule is placed in
S1, S2 and S3 congurations. Here S1 and S3 are also more
Fig. 8 ED (top row) and ESP (bottom row) maps of (a) NU/BNNS, (b) N
respectively.
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favorable orientations like the gas phase. NU is adsorbed by
keeping a distance of about 2.013, 3.753 and 2.078 Å from
BN(Ga)NS. Similar to the gas phase, the energy gap drastically
reduced about 71.6% and 59% for S1 and S3 compared to the S2
complex (41.6%) which indicates that S1 and S3 complexes are
more stable than S2 in gas as well as water media.

In our most recent published research work68 where the
adsorption behavior of cisplatin (CP) drug on the pristine BNNS
and doped (Al and Ga) BNNS had been investigated, we found
that CP was adsorbed on BNNS with an adsorption energy of
about �0.87 eV, whereas in this present work, the NU drug
interacts on the surface of BNNS with �0.49 eV in the most
stable complex. Thus, there was chemical adsorption between
BNNS and CP, whereas physical adsorption was found between
BNNS and NU. In the BN(Al)NS and BN(Ga)NS, the CP drug was
adsorbed with an energy of about�2.12 and�1.9 eV but the NU
drug interacted with the same nanosheets with an energy of
about�1.28 and�1.58 eV. Therefore, the calculated adsorption
energies in the case of NU adsorption on the nanosheets are less
than those of the CP drug adsorption on the nanosheets. During
the adsorption of CP on the doped BNNS, the energy gap
reduced about 48.28% and 47.95% for BN(Al)NS and BN(Ga)NS
while the energy gap highly reduced about 84.21% and 56.35%
aer adsorption of the NU drug on the BN(Al)NS and BN(Ga)NS
respectively in the most stable complex. Although the higher
interaction energy was found in the cases of CP/BNNS, CP/
BN(Al)NS and CP/BN(Ga)NS than NU/BNNS, NU/BN(Al)NS and
NU/BN(Ga)NS, the higher reduction of energy gap was found for
NU/BNNS, NU/BN(Al)NS and NU/BN(Ga)NS than CP/BNNS, CP/
BN(Al)NS and CP/BN(Ga)NS complexes which means that these
nanosheets are more electrically reactive towards the NU drug
than the CP drug.
3.5 The adsorption of NU on BN(In)NS

Furthermore, we also modied the BNNS nanosheet by adding
an In atom in the place of one of the central B atoms to form In
doped BNNS (BN(In)NS) and examined the adsorption and
electronic properties of BN(In)NS towards the NU drug. In our
adsorption energy calculation, we have found that the dopant In
atom greatly improved the adsorption properties of BNNS. The
exceptionally high negative adsorption energies were found in
U/BN(Al)NS, (c) NU/BN(Ga)NS and (d) NU/BN(In)NS (S1 configuration)
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gas as well as water media compared with BNNS, BN(Al)NS and
BN(Ga)NS. The calculated values are about �2.58, �1.84 and
�3.06 eV in the gas phase and �1.94, �2.72 and �3.65 eV in
water media for S1, S2 and S3 complexes. The NU drug is
adsorbed on BN(In)NS at a distance of 2.219, 4.454 and 2.277 Å
in the gas phase and 2.173, 4.498 and 2.248 Å in water media for
S1, S2 and S3 complexes respectively. In the cases of S1 and S3
(Fig. 6), BN(In)NS is deformed at the dopant site towards the
drug molecule due to an attractive interaction between NU and
doped In atom of BN(In)NS, whereas for the S2 conguration,
the BN(In)NS is deformed downward, forming curved nano-
sheets due to repulsive interaction between the H atom of NU
and In atom of BN(In)NS. Hirshfeld charge analysis estimates
that the NU drug loses 0.201e and 0.154e in the gas phase and
0.15e and 0.142e in water media to the BN(In)NS in S1 and S3
respectively while in the S2 complex, NU gains �0.001e charge
from BNNS. Thus it can be concluded that the three complexes
are stable in the case of BN(In)NS with the NU drug compared to
other BNNS, BN(Al)NS and BN(Ga)NS.

The HOMO, LUMO energies, energy gap and change in
energy gap are reported in Table 2 for NU/BN(In)NS complexes.
The NU drug greatly affects the HOMO and LUMO levels of
BN(In)NS. Fig. 7 illustrates that the HOMO level is localized on
the nanosheet and LUMO level is localized on the NU drug. Aer
adsorption of NU on BN(In)NS, the HOMO energy values are
almost stable but LUMO energy values are shied to lower
energy values. A decrease of LUMO energies leads to a reduction
of Eg. The Eg values are reduced from 4.33 to 0.66, 1.44 and
1.34 eV in the gas phase and from 4.37 to 0.45, 2.09 and 1.52 eV
in water media for S1, S2 and S3 complexes. The reduction of Eg
increases the sensitivity and reactivity of the BN(In)NS towards
the NU drug. Therefore, dopant In atoms could enhance the
sensitivity in gas as well as water media of BNNS for the NU
drug.
Table 3 Computed chemical potential (m), global hardness (ƞ), electroph
gas and water phases

Complexes States

Gas phase

m ƞ u

NU �4.53 1.25 8.23
BNNS �3.65 2.19 3.04
NU/BNNS S1 �4.40 1.23 7.89
NU/BNNS_S2 S2 �4.28 1.25 7.31
NU/BNNS_S3 S3 �4.35 1.13 8.39
BN(Al)NS �3.67 2.19 3.08
NU/BN(Al)NS S1 �5.44 0.35 42.95
NU/BN(Al)NS S2 �4.37 1.25 7.65
NU/BN(Al)NS S3 �5.08 0.48 26.71
BN(Ga)NS �3.68 2.18 3.10
NU/BN(Ga)NS S1 �5.16 0.52 25.57
NU/BN(Ga)NS S2 �4.38 1.25 7.68
NU/BN(Ga)NS S3 �5.10 0.95 13.64
BN(In)NS �3.71 2.17 3.17
NU/BN(In)NS S1 �5.25 0.33 42.07
NU/BN(In)NS S2 �4.88 0.72 16.50
NU/BN(In)NS S3 �5.13 0.67 19.63
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3.6 Dipole moment

Dipole moment (DM) is an another important investigation
which indicates the asymmetric charge distribution in
a complex.57 Higher value of DM indicates higher transfer of
charge from one molecule to another in a complex. The calcu-
lated values of DM in gas and water media of our structures are
tabulated in Table 2. In the gas phase, non zero DMs were found
for BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS which are 5.78,
5.95, 5.98 and 6.07 Debye (D) respectively. Thus the dopant
elements slightly enhance the DM of BNNS. Aer the adsorption
of the NU drug on the surface of nanosheets, the DMs for S1, S2,
and S3 complexes are greatly increased to 9.26, 8.53 and 10.29 D
in the case of BNNS and 7.83, 8.92, and 7.12 D in the case of
BN(Al)NS respectively. A similar phenomenon was observed in
the cases of NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/BN(In)NS complexes. Thus,
the increase of DM aer adsorption of NU indicates that
signicant amounts of charges are transferred and also implies
an attractive interaction between the adsorbate and adsorbent
in a complex.

In our water medium calculations, DMs for BNNS, BN(Al)NS,
BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS were found to be 8.02, 8.25, 8.29 and
6.42 D respectively. Aer adsorption of NU on BNNS, BN(Al)NS,
BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS, the DM drastically enhanced about
14.9, 12.08, 11.37 and 9.16 D for the S1 complex respectively.
Higher dipole moment reveals the higher polarity of a system.
Furthermore, DM predicts the solubility of the complexes in
polar media such as water media.41 If the DM value becomes
higher aer the interaction of drug molecules with nanosheets,
then it means that the polarity of complexes in the polar
medium has been enhanced which is a valuable property for
drug delivery in biological media.57,61
ilicity index (u) and global softness (S) of the studied complexes in both

Water phase

S m ƞ u S

0.4 �4.65 1.28 8.46 0.39
0.23 �3.79 2.08 3.47 0.24
0.41 �4.67 1.22 8.97 0.41
0.39 �4.66 1.23 8.82 0.41
0.44 �4.36 1.13 8.41 0.44
0.23 �3.82 2.07 3.52 0.24
1.45 �5.44 0.35 42.09 1.42
0.41 �4.66 1.21 8.98 0.41
1.04 �5.13 0.69 19.06 0.72
0.23 �3.82 2.07 3.53 0.24
0.96 �5.15 0.59 22.57 0.85
0.40 �4.66 1.21 9.02 0.41
0.52 �5.08 0.85 15.20 0.59
0.23 �3.71 2.19 3.15 0.23
1.53 �5.11 0.23 58.03 2.22
0.69 �4.76 1.05 10.84 0.48
0.75 �5.01 0.76 16.48 0.66
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Table 4 Fermi level energies (EF), work function (V), and change in
work function (%V) for the studied complexes in both gas and water
phases

Complexes States

Gas phase Water phase

EF V %V EF V %V

NU �4.54 4.54 — �4.65 4.65 —
BNNS �3.65 3.65 — �3.78 3.78 —
NU/BNNS S1 �4.41 4.41 20.79 �4.63 4.63 21.94
NU/BNNS S2 �4.27 4.27 17.41 �4.60 4.60 21.69
NU/BNNS S3 �4.33 4.33 19.09 �4.35 4.35 14.79
BN(Al)NS �3.67 3.67 — �3.81 3.81 —
NU/BN(Al)NS S1 �5.39 5.39 47.29 �5.39 5.39 41.28
NU/BN(Al)NS S2 �4.35 4.35 19.07 �4.60 4.60 20.87
NU/BN(Al)NS S3 �5.03 5.03 37.49 �5.09 5.09 33.32
BN(Ga)NS �3.67 3.67 _ �3.81 3.81 _
NU/BN(Ga)NS S1 �5.12 5.12 39.34 �5.12 5.12 33.58
NU/BN(Ga)NS S2 �4.38 4.38 18.85 �4.63 4.63 20.79
NU/BN(Ga)NS S3 �5.03 5.03 36.76 �5.03 5.03 31.86
BN(In)NS �3.70 3.70 _ �3.84 3.84 _
NU/BN(In)NS S1 �5.20 5.20 40.42 �5.06 5.06 31.63
NU/BN(In)NS S2 �4.90 4.90 31.35 �4.71 4.71 22.72
NU/BN(In)NS S3 �5.17 5.17 37.14 �4.98 4.98 29.46
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3.7 Quantum molecular descriptors

To evaluate the reactivity of BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and
BN(In)NS towards the NU drug, quantummolecular descriptors
(QMD) such as chemical potential, global hardness, global
soness, and electrophilicity index have been calculated and
are reported in Table 3. The electronic chemical potential (m)
value describes the escaping tendency of an electron from its
equilibrium position.69,70 The large values (more negative) of
chemical potential are associated with high chemical reac-
tivity.71 In our observation, aer adsorption of the NU drug, the
chemical potentials for the complexes are greatly increased
from �3.65 to �4.40 (S1), �4.28 (S2) and �4.35 eV (S3) in the
case of NU/BNNS and from �3.67 to �5.44 (S1), �4.37 (S1) and
�5.08 eV (S1) in the case of NU/BN(Al)NS. A similar phenom-
enon was observed in the cases of NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/BN(In)
Fig. 9 Illustration of the variation of (a) energy gap and (b) work functio
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NS. Global hardness (ƞ) is dened as the measure of resistance
to deform of a chemical structure in the presence of an external
electric eld.72 The enhancement of global hardness species
the greater chemical stability of a structure which indicates the
decrease of the chemical reactivity.73,74 There is an inverse
relationship of global hardness with global soness.75 Higher
values of global soness with lower values of global hardness
lead to higher chemical reactivity of the nanosheets with the NU
drug. In our studied results, the global soness of nanosheets
increases and global hardness decreases signicantly aer
adsorption of the NU drug in both gas and water media. The
calculated values of hardness for all nanosheets are similar to
2.19 but aer adsorption of the NU drug on the nanosheets, the
values are signicantly decreased to 1.23, 0.35.0.52 and 0.35 eV
for NU/BNNS, NU/BN(Al)NS, NU/BN(Ga)NS, NU/BN(In)NS in the
case of the S1 complex. Thus, the global hardness and soness
analysis predicts that the chemical stability of the complexes is
decreased but the chemical reactivity is increased.

The global electrophilicity index (u) denes the electrophilic
nature of the complexes and the large value of u species higher
chemical reactivity.76 The calculated values of u are found to be
3.04, 3.08, 3.10 and 3.17 eV for BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and
BN(In)NS respectively. But aer adsorption of the NU drug on
nanosheets, the values of u are increased to 7.89, 42.95, 25.57
and 42.07 eV respectively for the S1 complex. Therefore, the
enhancement of global soness and global electrophilicity index
and the detraction of global hardness indicate that NU/BN(Al)NS,
NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/BN(In)NS in S1 and S3 congurations are
the most favorable complexes compared with NU/BNNS in both
gas phase and water media which may be used as potential
carriers to deliver the NU drug into the target site.
3.8 Work function

To investigate the effect of the NU drug on the Fermi level and
work function (V) of the BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)
NS, Fermi level and V have been evaluated. V is dened as the
energy needed to remove an electron from the Fermi level to
n before and after adsorption of the NU drug on the nanosheets.
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a vacuum level at an innite distance away outside the surface.77

V can be calculated by the following equation:78

V ¼ Vel(+N) � EF (10)

where EF is the Fermi level energy and Vel(+N) is the electron
electrostatic potential energy far from the surface of the mate-
rial which has been supposed to be zero. Thus the work func-
tionV ¼�EF The change of theV aer the NU drug adsorption
is also calculated as follows:

%V ¼
�
VA �VB

VB

�
� 100% (11)
Fig. 10 The total and partial DOS for (a) BNNS, (b) BN(Al)NS, (c) BN(Ga)N
molecules. The dotted line indicates the Fermi level.
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where VB and VA are the value of the work function before and
aer adsorption of drug molecules on the nanosheets
respectively.

The variation of V as well as Fermi level of the nanosheets
due to the adsorption of NU alters the eld emission properties
of the nanosheets which produces an electric signal helping the
chemical recognition.79 In our observation, we have found that
V is greatly varied aer adsorption of the NU drug. The calcu-
lated values ofV as well as Fermi level energy and the change of
work function are tabulated in Table 4. The values of V of
BNNS, BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS are 3.65, 3.67, 3.67
and 3.70 eV respectively. Aer the adsorption process, the V is
varied about �20% in the gas phase and �21% in water media
for NU/BNNS. But the V drastically changed about 47.3%,
S and (d) BN(In)NS nanosheets before and after adsorption of NU drug

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 12 Front and side views of COSMO surfaces for (a) NU/BNNS, (b) NU/BN(Al)NS, (c) NU/BN(Ga)NS and (d) NU/BN(In)NS (S1 configuration)
respectively.

Fig. 11 COSMO surfaces for (a) BNNS, (b) BN(Al)NS, (c) BN(Ga)NS and (d) BN(In)NS respectively.
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39.34% and 40.42% in the gas phase and 41.28%, 33.58% and
31.63% in water media for NU/BN(Al)NS, NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/
BN(In)NS in the S1 complex respectively. Based on our V
calculations, the BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS can be
used as a good V type sensor as compared to BNNS for the NU
drug. As compared with our previous study68 where the variation
of V was found to be about 15.8% and 14.66% in the gas phase
and 16.65% and 12.52% in water media for BN(Al)NS and
BN(Ga)NS when the CP drug was adsorbed, these doped BNNS
are more favorable for the NU drug as a V type sensor than the
CP drug.
3.9 COSMO surface study

When the complexes are administrated into the guest body,
they may be surrounded by water molecules. It is necessary to
investigate the inuence of solvent media on the drug distri-
bution. In our previous sections, we have already discussed the
solvent effect on the adsorption behavior of the NU drug on the
nanosheets with the change in electronic properties, etc. To gain
more insight into the effect of solvent media, COSMO surfaces
have been analyzed to predict the polarities of the complexes.
Fig. 11 depicts the COSMO surfaces of our model structures
while Fig. 12 reports the COSMO surfaces of our complexes (S1).
The red segments denote the highly negative portion which is
the hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) region, whereas the blue
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
segments indicate the highly positive portion which is the
hydrogen bond donor (HBD) region to the solvent media.80,81

And the green segments imply the non-polar portion on the
molecules. As shown in Fig. 11, the HBD regions are located on
the surface of the nanosheets except the terminal N–H bonds of
nanosheets and the dopant Ga and In atoms sites where the
HBA region is located. From Fig. 12, it is clearly seen that the
drug molecule is covered with red color which means adsorbed
drug molecule occurs negatively polarized portion. Thus the
adsorption of drug molecules on the nanosheets highly
enhanced the polarity of the complexes in the solvent media
which is consistent with our dipole moment calculation.
4 Conclusions

Surface adsorption of NU on pristine and doped (Al, Ga and In)-
BNNS as anticancer drug carriers has been investigated in gas as
well as water media by DFT methods. By taking three different
orientations of the NU drug on the surface of nanosheets, the
adsorption energies, adsorption distances, charge transfer
analysis, electronic properties (HOMO, LUMO and Eg), work
function, QMD and COSMO surface have been analyzed to
visualize the adsorption behavior of NU on the nanosheets. Our
calculations showed that the NU drug is physically adsorbed on
the pristine BNNS with�0.49 and�0.26 eV by transferring little
amount of charge of about 0.033e and 0.046e in gas and water
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 36866–36883 | 36879
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media for the S1 complex. But aer replacing one of the central
B atoms with an Al or Ga or In atom, the sensitivity of the doped
BNNS remarkably enhances towards the NU drug molecules.
The NU drug prefers to be chemically adsorbed on the BN(Al)
NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS by �1.28, �1.58 and �3.06 eV in
the gas phase and �1.34, �1.23 and �3.65 eV in water media in
the most stable complexes respectively. The large destabiliza-
tion of LUMO energies aer the adsorption of the NU drug on
the BN(Al)NS, BN(Ga)NS and BN(In)NS signicantly decreases
the Eg about 84.2%, 76.1% and 84.9% respectively. The reduc-
tion of Eg of doped BNNS by the NU drug greatly enhances the
electrical conductivity which can be converted to an electrical
signal. Our QMD analysis indicates that the enhancement of
global soness and global electrophilicity index and the
detraction of global hardness proved that the doped-BNNS are
more reactive in S1 and S3 complexes compared with BNNS in
both gas phase and water media. Therefore, this doped BNNS
can be used as a fascinating electronic sensor for detection of
NU drug molecules. Furthermore the work function of the
doped BNNS was largely affected by the NU drug adsorption
about 47.3%, 39.3% and 40.4% in the gas phase and 41.3%,
36.6% and 31.6% in water media in the S1 complex of NU/
BN(Al)NS, NU/BN(Ga)NS and NU/BN(In)NS respectively. Thus,
the doped BNNS may be used as a V type sensor for NU drug
molecules.
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